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§ Faculty Digital Identity & 
Reputation
§ Discover Researcher Expertise
§ Data Reuse Across Campus
§ Research Intelligence 
VIVO at Texas A&M 
University
https://scholars.library.tamu.edu/
Feedback from early focus group in 
the College of Medicine
Social Interoperability
https://hangingtogether.org/
The creation and maintenance of working 
relationships across individuals and 
organizational units that promote 
collaboration, communication, and mutual 
understanding.





Our first effort to represent 
teaching expertise
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Interoperability Among VIVO 
and Other Systems 
Expanding Types of 




Supporting diverse faculty 
expertise













DSpace as a Publishing Platform 













Supporting the Land Grant 
Mission of Texas A&M
Use of Dspace-VIVO for Public Scholarship
Dspace-VIVO for Public Scholarship Supports Impact





§ Scholars @TAMU is a fork of 
https://github.com/vivo-community/scholars-angular
§ Scholars@TAMU
https://github.com/TAMULib/scholars-angular
§ Scholars@TAMU API
https://api.library.tamu.edu/scholars-discovery/api
Scholars@TAMU Code
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